A method has been developed for the preparation of oxygen comparison standards for charged particle activation analysis, particularly for the use of helium-3 as the activating particle, by anodic oxidation of tantalum foil.
voltage is allowed to vary. The thickness of the oxide film produced is a smooth function of time and is reproducible to within a few percent. Oxide 4 He-particles emitted during proton and deuteron induced reactions. Because the incident beam energy was less than about 600-keV, the method is restricted to very thin s~rfaces . .Amounts.on the order -12 18 of 10 g of 0, however, can be det.ected. Absolute quantities of the oxygen isotopes were determined using several isotopic oxygen standards, one of which --anodic Ta 2 o 5
--was described as ideal for the purpose.
The relative ease of producing thin Ta 2   o   5 films by anodic oxidation~ the lack of matrix activation because of the high Coulomb barrier (~ 20 MeV) of Ta, the ability of Ta 2   o   5 to withstand the increased temperature due to power deposited by the beam, and the availability of isotopically enriched H 2 0 which can be used in the electrolyte led us to consider the process for fabrication of targets of sufficient thickness for use in charged particle activation techpiques wherein the reaction products, instead of the emitted particles are detected. These techniques may be used for bulk as well as for surface analysis.
Our particular interest has been the preparation of isotopically enriched targets which could be used for studying up to a few thousand Angstroms, are highly colored, the color having been used as a measure of the film thickness.
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Our method for obtaining thick oxide coatings is based upon the experimental observation that, under our constant current conditions, the applied voltage does not continue to rise substantially after the first appearance of sparking, nor does it remain for more than a few minutes at a potential sufficient for sparking. The films produced are not spark-damaged enough to seriously affect their uniformity with respect to a l/4-inch collimated ion beam, and the times of long anodization produce targets which are of almost any thickness desired. They appear quite uniform.
APPARATUS USED FOR ANODIZATION
The anodization cell used for the production of the thick Ta is about 18% oxygen so that the thickest oxide coating shown, after. determining an average reaction cross section over this energy interval from the reaction excitation function, Figure 5 . The range-energy curve shown was calculated using the computer code of Steward (10), and the excitation function was taken from Markowitz and Mahony (ll).
The results of such a procedure are shown in Figure 6 . . The ranges were calculated using the computer code of Steward (9). 
